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CONVERSION FROM CONVENTIONAL ~O ORGANIC AGRICULTURE 

1. Introduction 

Before the advance of synthetic: fertilisers and pesticides all 

farming was 'organic ,3 • That is, soil fertility and pest 

problems (here taken to include weeds, insects, and diseases) 

were deal twi th through crop rotations t retention of organic 

matter on the farm, cultivation, man.ipulation of the plantinq 

date, and other techniques. Over the years the inclusion of 

synthetic fertilisers (since the late 19th century) and 

pesticides (since rJorld War II) has changed the agricultural 

management system such that the farmer can cope with soil 

fertility and pest problem while the previous techniques 

decreased in importance. These developments increased the 

productivity o.f, for example, land and labour considerably,. 

Al though most farmers changed to this teohnology (and are called 

'oonventional farmers I in this paper) some did not, and yet 

others changed back to the earlier technology at a later stage. 

For a while these farmers were considered by many as having 

little to contribute to Ireal farming'. 

However, in recent years it has become clearer, possibly even 

more overseas than in Austral ia t that organic farming has 

something to offer the farming conununity and also the sooiety as 

1 CRESt ANU, GPO Box 4, Canberra, 2601 and 
Eco Landuse Systems, 3 Ramage Place, Flynn, 2615 

2 The author thanks the farmers who provided most of th.e 

data, Mark Stanley from the South Australian Department of 

Agriculture in Keith for the data on conventional farming, David 

Vanzetti for comments on the paper l and the Rural Industries 

Research and Development Corporation for funding. 

3 For a definition of organic agriculture, which is also 

referred to under different names such as sustainable, bioloC;Ji ~al 

and ecological agriculture see Ny-nen and Fritz {1987, p.21. 



a -whole" The possibility of similar net private returns to 

organio farming as to conventional farming, togethe.r with less 
negative externalities from organic farmir .. g have made tbe 
community aware that organic agriculcure is at least worthy of 
consideration. 

Net private returns to conventional and organic farming have been 
the subject of a number of studies in the past, with Klepper ~ 
i!4 (1977) being one of the first and most well-known ... Some of 
these studies show that the net returns are higher, some similar 
and some lower in conventional aqricul ture (for a review of 
studies see Lampkin 1984, and Wynen and Fritz 1987, pp.106-131). 
It seems fair to say that the private returns of conventional and 
organic fanr~ing c04_.d well be similar. 

Negative externalities associated with conventional farming are 
in the form of soil erosion, deterioration in water quality and 
in human health. Organio farming is likely to ameliorate these 
effects {see wynen and Edwards (1990)}. 

If net private returns to farming (a main measure on which many 
farmers base their decision) can indeed be similar between the 
two systems the question arises why it is that so few farmers 
have taken up this option (less than one per cent in most 
countries in 1989, although the figures have risen considerably 
over the last few years, see Wynen 1991). There might be a number 
of reasons for this lack of adoption of organic farming I ofwbich 
problems in the transitiC'n period from conventional to organic 
farming might be a main one. 

The objective of this paper is to assess likely effects of a 
transition from conventional to organic farming on net returns. 
The reasons for such a study is that the identification o.f 

barriers to entry into this form of agricultural production may 
faoilitate the quest for solutions. If, as is often claimed, a 
movement of produoers into organic agriculture is one way of 
reducing some of the negative externalities which are a fe.ature 



of con'\f~ntional agriculture, then identifying the problems .may 

Vlell be a first step on the road to a socially more efficient 

form of agriculture. 

Apart from problems in the transition period, other reasons for 

farmers' apparent reluctance ~o move towards organic farming 

include the lack of information about how to adopt and manage an 

organic f.arming system; the nega ti ve image of organic farming and 

the social stigma attached to it, which can lead to social 

isolation: and existing misconceptions amongst conventional 

farmers about organic agriculture (for more details about these 

issues amongst cereal\livestock farmers in Australia, see Wynen 

1989a, pp.73-75 and pp.59-65). A move towards organic farming 

would therefore cause the non-pecuniary benefits and the expected 

pecuniary benefits to drop, while benefits of being organic 

accrue mainly to the society as a whole (see Wynenand Edwards 

(1990». Apart from information, these issues are not discussed 

further in this paper. 

It has been reported overseas (see, for example I,.ampkin 1990) 

that the transition period from conventional to organic 

agricul ture presents problems for farmers in so far that returns 

to farming can be low during this period, both relative to 

conventional and to an established organic system. This drop is 

usually attributed to three factors. One, it can take some time 

for the soil microbiological organisms (which, for example, helps 

in the breakdown of straw, and predates on pests) to establish 

an equilibrium, so that the system works effectively. Two, the 

farm manager needs time to learn about the practicalities of the 

new system, especially in a time when little information is 

available .from official sources. And three, while .production is 

likely to drop for these two reasons, price premiums during this 

time are unlikely, due to the certification system which 

prohibits the label 'organic' for products grown under organic 

management for less than (usually at least) two years. 

In addition, transition to organic farming requires a change in 
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input use. Apart from the more obvious ~uch as fertilisers and 
pesticiCles (which are replaced by a change in technologies 
involving changes in rotations and livestock use), additional 
capital inputs (such as fencing, machinery and storage space) 
might be required. 

The format of the paper is as follcws. The methodol.ogy is 
described in Section 2, and the data sources in section 3. The 
data provide a picture of input use (Section 4. 2) and output 
(Section 4.3) during the transition period. These data are then 
used in section 5 to simulate a representative farm to 
demonstrate the potential costs of a transition from conventional 
to organic farming. A summary and concluding comments, including 
policy implications, complete the paper (Section 6). 

2. Methodology 

To assess the likely impact of changes in farming system on farm 
returns during the transition from conventional to '. rganic 
farming a simulation model was developed. A number of variables 
such as cash costs, cash receipts, farm cash operating surplus 
and returns to capital and management for the first years of 
transition are examined, and compared with figures for a 
conventional farm and an established organic farm. A sensltivity 
analysis is carried out for chang.es in output prices (for both 
organic and conventional products), and for yield. 

In the model estimates of different variables are used which 
reflect conditions of a conventional farm, an established organic 
system, and a farm in transition from the conventional to the 
organic system. The figures for the transition period are 
estimates of the effect of the new management system on the input 
costs, yield and total output. The basis of these estimates is 
explained in general terms in section 4 and in detail in section 
5.1. The results are discussed in Section 5.2. 
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3. Sources of data 

Data for the conventional cereal \livestock sector were supplied . 
by the Department of Agriculture of South Australia. 

Information about organic fa~ing 'VIas gathered in two research 
project, both about the cereal\livestock industry in Australia. 

The first project involved interviews with organic 
cereal\livestock farmers in south-eastern Austra1ia in 1986 and 
1987 for the cropping season 1985':"86, the analysis of which was 
published in Wynen (1989a). The survey was carried out on eight 
organic cereal\livestock farms and five semi-organic (farms which 
were run as an organic system, but would not have qualified fully 
undermost organic standards). Figures used in this paper pertain 
mainly to the eight fully-organic farmers .. 

The second proj ect is research into the conversion process 
itself'. For this research seven organic cereal\livestock 
farmers were interviewed in 1991 about their present practices 
and about the conversion period. The different years of 
conversion were: .1963, 1970, 1973, 1985, 1987, and two in 1990. 
AII.but one were dryl.and farmers, with one from Western Australia 
and the rest from NSW, Victoria and South Australia. The data 
from this survey will be published in Wynen (1992). 

The data which were used most extensively pertained to three 
farmers in the Tatiara district in south Australia. One o.f those 
three, a conventional farmer, was interviewed for the years 1985-
86 and 1986-87. The organic farmer was interviewed for the same 
years and for 1990-91. The third farmer, interviewed for 1990-91, 
is in the process of transition from conventional to 'low-input' 
farming (be stopped using synthetic fertilisers and pesticides 
on part of his land for the first time in 1990-91, with a number 
of other changes in the management practice). The figures 

" This research is carried out with funding from the Rural 
Indust~ies Research and Development Corporation. 
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collected f.rom these farmers were then compared with the figures 

from the Department of Agriculture, and with the averages from 

the 1986 survey. Where there is a good (local) reason to diverge 

from the picture sketched by those figures, they are adj us ted for 

the purpose of this model (for example, the farmers and the 

Department of Agriculture offi<?er agreed that the yields for the 

area in which the farms are located are higher than the average 

for the area for which the gross margin data were compiled). 

Otherwise, ;:he general picture has been adhered to. 

4 • Moving towards organic farming 

4.1 Introduction 

Moving towards organic agriculture from a conventional·system 

means moving away from the inputs and techniques used in 

conventional and towards those used in organic agriculture. Where 

the conventional farmer uses synthetic fertilisers and pesticides 

to cope with soil fertility and pests, organic farmers use a 

combination of other inputs and techniques. These can include the 

use of mineral fertilisers (which can be in dust instead of in 

granular form, with consequences for the method of application 

and consequently the machinery required), manipulation of 

rotations and crops, and the use of livestock. It also o.ften 

implies a change in seed-bed preparation, a change in rotations 

(with less cash crops and more green manure and/or leguminous 

crops), and smaller paddocks (to facilitate weed control by 

grazing). These differences have consequences for input use and 

output levels (Sections 4.2 and 4.3). 

4.2 Inputs 

I.nput costs per hectare cropped and operated on organic and 

conventional farms for SO}l'le inputs are rE!corded in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Expenditure on lIlain inputs on organic and conventional 

farms in south-eastern Austr.alia 

(1985-86) ($ per .hectare) 

Input Type of farmer Difference 

Per hectare cropped: 
Fertilisers 

Pesticides 

Fuel 

Mach. & Eq. 

Org. 

8.8 

1.1 

35.4 

89.0 

Per hectare operated: 
Fertilisers 3.0 

Pesticides 0.4 

Fuel 

Mach. & Eq. 

Labour 

11.5 

31.3 

34.9 

Conv .. 

26 •. 9 

18.1 

33.1 

100.7 

19.1 

14.1 

21.4 

73.8 

40.9 

Org.-Conv. 

-18.1 

-17.0 

2.3 

-11.7 

-16.1 

-13.7 

-9 •. 9 

-42.5 

-6.0 

Levels of signif.icance of paired Wilcoxon tests 
* = 90 per cent confidence level 
** = 95 per cent confidence level 
*** = 99 per cent confidence level 

p-value 

0.038 ** 
0.007 *** 
0.800' 

0·.624 

0.018 ** 
0.007 *** 
0.030 ** 
0.080 :* 

0.363 

Figures, apart from the p-values, are group means for the eight 
organic farmers and their conventional farmer neighbours. 

Not surprisingly, fertilisers and pesticides per hectare cropped 

were used less on organic than on conventional farms. More 

.surprising is that the depreciation of machinery and equipment 

per hectare c.ropped was not lower on conventional farms.. As 

organic farmers crop a .lower percentage of the arable land than 

conventional farmers (47 per cent as compared to 77 per cent), 

a lower depreciation cost per hectare cropped on convent .I.onal 

.farms could have been expected due to economies of scale.. In 

addition, timely seed bed preparations are more important on 
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organic thap conventional f.arms, because on conventional farms 

:weedicidescan .be used" which could well lead to higher capital 

expendi ture and consequently higher depreciation costs on organic 

farms.. However, an increased risk .factor concerning timely 

p.lanting and harvesting of the bigger areas on conventional farms 

might explain a major part of the large depreciation costs on 

conventional farms as compared to the organic farms. 

On a per hectare operated basis, all inputs used :mainly or .solely 

for cropping were ,of course, used less on organic than on 

conventional f·arms. Labour, consisting of both hired and family 

l.abour, and included only on a per hectare operated basis I was 

used to a similar extent on both types of farms .• 

The picture described in Table 1 is representative o,f eight 

,f~rmerswho had been fanning organically for 20 years on average, 

and who were long past the period of transition. However, 

machinery needed in the transition period might well ,be 

different. When moving towards organic agricul tux.e,a fir.st step 

is ·oftento stop burning the stubble, in order to retain the 

organic matter. This can cause major problems with crop planting 

the follow.ing year. Somef.a:nners interviewed in 1986 Inentioned 

that, .in the first seasons after transition, the build-up of 

trash (organic matter) in cul~tivation equipment was a real 

problem, causing blockages of lllachinery and bad germination rates 

of seed. Some reported horue-devisedadjustments of machinery ·to 

cope with this problem (machinery suitable for the purpose was 

less easy to buy in the past than it is at present). The 

disappearance of the problem after a few seasons, presumably due 

to the build-up of 'organisms i.n the soil wh ich break down organic 

material, was also commented upon. 

In order to assess this need in the transition period, in the 

1'986 survey the question ,was asked: 'Was any special mach.inery 

oreguipment needed a:fter the change from conventional to 

sustainable forganic) farming? I Six of the 3.1 farmers who had 

:made the chang.e were of the opinion that special .machinery was 
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needed tmainly tl.llage equipment {which ino1udedequipment which 

,could cope witb trash)" and equipment used for ;se.edbed 

preparatiQn}.. The anSWiers did not ne.cessari~y imply that it was 

also .acquired..AIl 'o.rganic farmers interviewed in 199:1 In~ntio:1.e,d 

tbata t.rashseeder # which they did not previously ha:v:e, became 

essential or nesirable at the time of transition. A di:fferent 

plough, like the "agrowpl,ow' fa tined implement 'which aerates the. 

soil) 1 was also mentioned several tiltles as desirable for seedbed 

preparation .. 

At present" lllanyeonventional f,anners are also moving away frcm 

'burning their stu:bb~-e"and r.eta,ining the straw. Those ranner,s 

will also need more suitable -equipment .. However,. for the-purpose 

o,f this paper it has been assumed that adjustments to th.e comb1.;ne 

seeder were only required ,on t.heorganie farm .• 

Weed problems are handl-ed lnainly by mechanical :cultivation" and 

by strategic use of livestock,. 'The dif:f-erence in plough was 

lllentioned abov,e...Th-e different use in livestock led several 

farmers r.emarkonthe need :for smal~er paddocks. Fencing v~u1.:d 

:mean an extra cost in the transition period. 

'There is another input which is less tangible than those 

mentioned above: inf,ormation .. Lack of this input, about whl:ch 

lIlost 'organlc farmerscomp.lain, can result in costs in different 

way.s .. .one IO:! those ways is in errors in the :management ,of the 

farm1 which cause for,agone income ,(see section ,4 .. 3).. Another way 

is in having t·o.spend time in collecting oata. 

In the ~9:a:6 survey, fanners answered t.he question ,concerning :from 

own.ere they received ~,nfonnation ;on theoxganic fanning syst.em as 

indicat-eCl in~able 2. 

Nine of the 11 fanners in the 19S{6 survey indi:catedthat:l in the 

initial stage of transition;, lIlostof t.he infonnati'on wa's gained 

xXiom books. Four indicat,ed that they found their way by trial ,and 

~rr,Qr" which sometimes involved having small ,experimental pl:ots 
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·;of di:f.fer·ent :CrlOPS 'or diffierent treatments Ion tne5:r £ann,. :Ea!L-nt 

new.spapers were 'gener:all:yo:foverseas (origin;, ,as 1,ocal newspapers 

were not specifi,calJ..y ,dir'_cted ibow.ar.ds ,or.g.ani,c agr:iclll'tu~e,. 

"(other f,anner,s' ,and ,cons1l1tants 1('0£ importance ,only in 'one state) 

'Were rela:tiv,ely;unimportant ,as a source ,of in'r.oranatti'on int:be 

initi'al stages .• 'IDheir'deg:r.~.ee "o·f. importance." howev,.er,t Icllang.es ;over 

·ttillle. ':other fanner-s Jl become llloreimportantas :a :sour:ce o.f 

inf·ormatiLon lover tbe years., 'whil,e,consu3:tants become liess :so .. 

'IDabl,e2: :'[.nf,onnati·on sources :for lox:gani;c ,a.gr.iculture ,at 

'conver.si:on stage and ,at time fo.f interview 

.B·ooks 

'Trial ,and lerror i(:seIl..:f) 

F.a:.r:m newspapers 

,Other :farlllers 

'Consul·tanit's 

·!Depart.. IOI Agri.c .. 

'Conference$1 

seminars l field ,days 

(Other 

'IDOTAL 

iConvers.ion 

A 

% 

33 

3.5 

3.3. 

7 

7 

4 

4 

3.:9 

'27 

34 

1;8 

9 

iJ 

;8 

3 

1. 

330:8 

At intervi,ew 

A 13 

:% % 

216 2.9 

23 2·4 

1,-"4 .~2 

:17 1:'5 

3 :3 

.3 :3 

,6 J4 

:1.3- ].~ 

35 

A = Number {o:r ,answe.r.s :for ;a pa'rticul,ar r.easondivided by -:botal 
nunlber lof ;answers 

!B = '!Dota'll. !of ,answ.ers times v,a'll.u.es ~as ind.,i;cat.,ed by f,c,\'rlners 
rdi:vfuded by t'he :sum \of ,all 'v;a3.tUes 



The Department of Agriculture, conferences, seminars and field 

days, although mentioned, were rIot prominent on the list either 

for number of times consulted, or for the importance attached to 
the contact. 

'other' included religious literature, and in one case the 

farmer's father, who could be considered the developer of bio

dynamic agriculture in Australia. 

The conventional farmer nf"ighbours o.f the organic farmers were 

also asked where they acquired their information about farming. 

All but one mentioned the Department of Agriculture as a source, 

12 mentioned rural pape.rs and magazines, nine mentioned 

conversations with 'other farmers' I and eight attending field 
days .. stock agents and inpu.t representatives were menti6nea by 

eight, and farm conSUltants by two. Only one farmer mentioned 

that he did some trials himself. No conventional farmer mentioned 

books as a source of information, a source of considerable 

importance to organic farmers. 

This indicates that for conventional farmers information on 

farming was much easier to obtain than for organic farmers. 

In summary, the cost of lack of information for organic farmers, 

as compared to conventional farmers, is likely to be mainly in 

foregone output due to a lack of local sources of information. 

This means that the farmer will have to learn about organ.ic 

farming while practising it. If that assumption is correct a 

large part of the costs are captured in variables which influence 

the farm returns, such as yield and rotation practices. In that 

way much of the cost of lack of information is captured in this 

model indirectly. 
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4.3 Output 

4.3.1 Yield 

As far as reductions in yie.ld are concerned, it is not clear if 

and by how much this occurs in Australia. It seems clear that the 

biggest drops occur in intensive production systems, where the 

change to the new system is a greater upheaval than in extensive 

systems. Compared to Europe (where many studies have been carried 

ou.t) I most Australian production systems are extensive 

enterprises. The question therefore arises whether Australian 

farmers would also experience this drop, and if so to what degree 

this is th~ case. 

Another question is for how many years the effect is liR:ely to 

last. Indeed, it is possible that the time period in which this 

effect manifests itself is dependent on a combination of factors 

such as (apart from the degree of intensity which is reflected 

in past fertiliser and pesticide appl ications and crop rotations) 

type of enterprise and cli11latic f.';onditions. Of course, these 

factors mi.ght be mo.re or less interrelated. 

In Australia not much data are available on this topic. The 1986-

87 survey revealed that most farmers did not have SUfficient 

historical data on which to base a thorough analysis. A question 

was. therefore included which asked the farmers I opinion about 

yield behaviour in the transition phase. It was hoped that 

answers to this question would clarify the situation somewhat for 

Australian conditions on cereal\livestock farms. 

Of the ten producers who had changed from conventional to organic 

agriculture, four did not think the change made any difference 

to their yields in the initial years of transition, three thought 

yields had ~~creased, anp three that they had increased. The 

three who had observed decreases were organic farme.rs, while two 

of the three farmers who reported increases in yields in the 

initial stages were semi-organic farmers .. One of these reported 
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a heavy past fertiliser use, and beneficial effects o.f decreasing 
the application rate, which lasted approximately five years. The 
other reported immediate beneficial effect of the use of 
different machinery, while yields dropped in subsequent years. 
The third (organic) farmer who reported in9reased yieids in the 
initial stages mentioned that ,there had been a decrease before 
the transition. It took 14 years for the yields to arrive at 
level which the farmer considered the true potential of the 
system. 

Of the three who reported decreases, one said that his y.ields had 
not reached its potential at the time o.f the interview, some 16 

years later, while the other two mentioned an average of 12 years 
(10 and 14 years) for the yields to reach that stage. 

4.3.2 Rotations 

Differences in rotations between the two management systems can 
be captured by a number of variables, such as the proportion of 
arable area which is cropped and the numbers of crops included 
in the rotation. 

In the 1986 survey the difference in area cropped between organic 
and conventional farming showed to be highly significant (99.3 

per cent level of confidence), with the eight organic farmers 
cropping 47 per cent of their arable area, and their conventional 
neighbour counterparts on average 77 per cent. 

No difference in number of crops could be established in the 1986 

survey between the two farming systems. 

Although the rotation system is a major tool for organic farmers 
in their struggle against weeds, pests and diseases, the system 
is not a static one. That is, in the early years of transition 
the rotation system might well be different from the system in 
later years. This is because the nature of the problems change 
over time. While in the first years the farmer might have 
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difficulties coming to grips with how to man~ge the weeds, in 
later year.s the optimal sequence of cropping and stocking might 
be much clearer from that point of view. In the design of the 
rotation systems this needs to be taken into account. For 
example, if some crops (such as barley) are considered to be able 
to cope well with weeds (due t~ the fact that they grow fast in 
the initial stages, and that they can be sown late, which allows 
most weeds to germinate before planting) they might be used 
extensively in the rotation in the early transition stage. Over 
time, the problem area becomes clearer, and therefore the 
management easier, and a different rotation system can be 
practised. 

4.4 Marketing arrangements 

4.4.1 Licensing 

In order to be able to sell the produce as organic a farnl needs 
to be certified by one of the three Australi ~"1 certification 
organisations. Fees depend on the. organisatiu41, and range from 
approximately $400 to $700 for the initial _nspection, and 0.5 

to 1 per cent of the gross returns of the area certified, \t,~hether 
the produce is sold as organic or not. This last amount is called 
the 'licensing fee'. 

In general, a farm can not be certified until it has been under 
organic management for at least two years. Individual paddocks 
can be certified at present, although this is a practice which 
is preferred to be phased out by the international body which 
evaluates organic licensing organisations (the International 
Federation for Organic Agricultural Movements). This means that, 
if a. farmer can show competence in organic farming, a paddock can 
be certified as organic after a pasture phase, if this has 
occurred for at least two, years. This has implications for the 
availability of price premiums for such a crop (see below). 
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4.4.2 Market 

The .market for or.ganic produce is notwe~l-establ ished at 
present. Having special quality products with no established 
markets might mean that, in order to be al:?le to take advantage 
of existing premiums, the prod~ct might need to be stored on the 
farm for some time. On-farm storage facilities (which allows pest 
management without the use of synthetic ~asticides) might than 
be essential. This may involve a significant capital cost. 

4.5 Summary 

Farmers stress the need for some machinery and equipment in the 
transition period, in particular a trash-seeder, possibly tined 
seed-bed preparation equipment, fencing and on-farm storage. 

Most of the organic farmers (seven out often) did not report 
a decrease in yields at the time of conversion. Two of the five 
farms for which several years of yield data are available 
reported a decrease, a picture whi~h tends to be confirmed by the 
data gathered from those farms (see Wynen 1989b).Although the 
answers were too diverse to enable firm conclusions, it would 
probably be wise for potential organic cereal farmers in South
eastern Australia to take into account some decrease in yields 
when planning to convert towards organic agriculture. This has 
been incorporated ~n the simUlation model. 

Rotations in general on organic farms include less cash crops 
than on conventional farms. This is taken into account in the 
simUlation in the next section. 
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5. A simulation 

5.1 Assumptions 

The model assumptions are as follows: 
Land: 
The conventional and organic farm are each 400 hectares of 
all arable land. 

Capital: 
The land is valued at $350',000 and a total capital of 
$480,000 (machinery $110,000 and livestock $20,000). 

In the 1986 survey Wynen found that the machinery value of 
organic' farmers was, on average, considerably lower than 
for conventional farmers ($31 and $74 for depreciation per 
hectare operated on organic and conventional farms, 
respectively), which was partly caused by smaller-sized 
machinery. Reasons given for thi.s difference included a 
smaller penalty (risk) for organic farmers if the crop 
could not be sown or harvested in time, as less land was in 
certain crops. However, on average these farmers had been 
farming organically for 20 years, and their machinery can 
have been expected to have reflected their management 
system. Machinery of farmers who will convert to organic 
agriculture in the future is more likely to be similar to 
that of their conventional farmer neighbours. For this 
reason similar values have been assumed both for the 
conventional and the organic farmers in the model. 
The value for livestock was increased with $2000 for each 
additional 33 hectare under grazing-

Fertiliser and pesticides: 
Rates of fertilisers and l--asticides are included as 
\reported by the Department of Agriculture, and by the 
three farmers in Tatiara. For details of type and rate of 
fertilisers used see Table 3. 
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Table 3: Fertiliser types and rates used in the different 
agricultural production systems (kgs per hal and 
prices paid ($/tonne) 

Crop Conventional Organic 

Super Urea DAP Mineral fert. 

Wheat 110 50 100 
Barley 90 100 
oats: 

- grain 1.00 

- hay 10.0 
Beans 180 
Peas 100 
Canol a 40 100 

Chickpeas 100 

Price 195 322 415 210 

Cost of fertiliser and pesticides per hectare are shown in Table 
4. 

Cost of fuel: 
Fuel on the conventional farm are estimated as reported 1 y 

the Department of Agriculture. Similar costs ar~ included 
for both systems based on Wynen (1989a, pp.24-25). Costs 
are approximately $22 per hectare cropped, which includes 

repairs. 

Machinery and equipment: 
The total value of machinery and equipment, with the 
associated depreciation cost, is estimated to be similar 
for conventional and organic farming (see above). However, 
in the transition years organic farmers need some special 
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Table 4: cost of fertilisers and pesticides in different 
farming systems ($/ha) 

Crop 

Wheat 
Barley 
oats: 
- grain 
- hay 
Beans 
Peas 
Canol a 
Chickpeas 

Fertiliser 

Cony. Org. 

38 21 
18 21 

21 
21 

35 
20 
54 

21 

Pesticide 

Cony. 

18 
20 

42 

47 

53 

equipment. For the purpose of this model it is assumed that: 
in the first year of transition the .farmer stops 
burning straw, and adapts the combine seeder to be 
able to cope with the trash ($~, 000). The depreciation 
rate is 15 per cent. 
the fertiliser is bought ':n granulated form, which 
increas.es the price by $20 per tonne, but does not 
require different equipment 

storage: 
After 3 years the farmer builds storage capacity of 100 
tonnes in :;)~3 tonne lots. At a value of $3000 each, this 
amounts to $6,000. In the sixth year of transition another 
100 tonne storage is built for $6000. The depriciation rate 
is taken as 3.75 per, cent. 
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Labour: 
similar costs for botb .systems are asswned (see WynE:::n 

1989a, pp.29-30). All labour, apart from shearing, has been 

estimated as family labour at 10 weeks work per yea.
r

• 

Fencing 
In "the first four years the fanner fenced one kilometer per 

year to decrea;;e t".he size of the paddocks. The cost is 

estilUated at $28 COO per kilom.eter. The depreciation rate is 

4.5 per cent. 

Interest: 
None, apart from an estimate of interest on extra 
investments made by organic farmers in transition. This 

includes! 
- Year 1: 

_ $ 4,000: adjustment on seed cc,,-' '.e 
_ $ 2,000: fencing costs (incurred for four years) 

- Year 4: 
_ $6,000: increased crop storage (100 tonnes) 

- Year 6: 
_ $6,000: increased crop storage (100 tonnes) 

The interest rate employed is 10 per cent. 

Yield: 
For wheat yields wynen(1989a, p.44) could not establish a 
statistical. dif£erence between conventional and organic 

farming. However, for other crops no data were analysed. 

yields used in the model a:e based on figures from the 

Department of Agriculture, on the actual yield figures of 
the farmers involved, and on the farmers' estimates of the 

effect of conversion on yields. They are shown in Table 5" 
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Table 5: Yields (kgs/ha) and output prices ($jtonne) in the 
different farming systems (1.990-91) 

Crop yield output price 
-_ .. 

Cony. organic . J, .... Org • 

static Trans. 

Wheat 3.0 3.0 2.5 84.0 121.0 

Barley 3.5 3.0 2.5 85.0 125.0 

oats:grain 3.0 2.5 2.2 80.0 1.25.0 

oats: hay 4.0 3.5 3.5 85.0 

Peas 2.0 195.0 

Beans 2.5 190.0 

Canol a 1.4 280.0 

Chickpeas 2.1 1.8 1.5 280.0 

Rotation.: 
The rotation o.n the conventional farm was chosen on the 
basis of conversations with the farmer in transition, and 
with the Department ·of Agriculture and is as follow.s: 

peas -canola - wheat - beans - wheat - barley - peas 
- wheat - barley -pasture - pasture - pasture 

The final rotation on the organic farm after transition is: 
oats (hay) - barley - chickpeas - oats{hay) - wheat -
oats (grain) - pasture - pasture - pasture 

The rotation in the transition period is such that several 
conditions are met. They include: 

only part of t;hefarm is converted each year.. The 
organic system is st'arted after the pasture ph.ase. 
This ,means that crops are rotated as under the 
conventional system until after three years of 
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'fAQ~ 61 
ftOTAtioNs bn A FARM UHbsR 'fMHstftoU 
Vear 1 2 3 4 5 G '1 B 9 10 11 

:rop ita Crop Itil crop na crop Ha crop Ua crop ita crop lIa Crop Ha crop Hn Crbp Ma 

'll(hay j3 obtU:ley 33 ochick 33 ooehay) J3 bwheat 33 o(grain 33 opast 33 opast 3:) opast 33 ooo(hay 44 oobat'le 44 ooehi 
>;i\tlo1a jj ",heat :\3 beans 33 ",heat 33 barley jj past 33 past 3j past 33 ooChay) 3:1 obarley 22 ochic).; 22 ootha 
~lit!at 33 bt!i1hS ' Wheat 33 barley 33 past 33 past 33 past 33 ob(hay) 33 obarley jl ochick 44 oathay) 44 owhoa 
bUaftli Jj wheat ,,;;.~!.c!y jj past 33 past 33 past jj oo(hay) :13 obarley 33 bchick 33 ooChay) 22 owheat 22 oo(gi:' 
wheat 33 "ast ),,' "ast 33 past 33 oo(hay) 33 obadElY 33 ochick 33 oothay) 33 owheat jj oo(qrai 22 opast 22 opasi: 
hi:lf'iey JJ past 33 past. 33 past J3 oo(hay) 33 obadey 33 bchick 3J oo(hay) 33 owheat 33 oO(Cjrai 22 obpast 22 oopas 
!)1l3S 33 ;':haat )J barley 33 past 3J past 33 past 33 oo(hay) 33 obarley 33 oohick 33 oO(ha),) 22 owheat. 22 o(gra 
f,;(heat jj bal h~} 33 past 33 past 33 past 33 oo(hay} jj obarley 33 ochick 33 oa(hay) 33 o\Jheat 44 o(Cjraih 44 btlast 
tJ.lst jj past 33 past 33 oe(hay) 33 obarley .;3 aCihick 33 bo(hay) 33 oWheat 33 tipast 33 opast 44 opast 44 booCh 
t"lst 33 oo(hay) 3:3 obatley 33 o(!hick 33 oo(hay) 33 oWheat 3j opast )3 opast 33 boo(hay 33 oobarle i!2 aochiCik 22 000(11 
t>(lst 33 J:jast 33 ooChay; 33 obarley JJ ochick 33 ooChay) 33 owhsat 33 opast 33 opast 3J opast 44 ooothay 44 oobai:' 
l}(1st 33 past 33 past 3l oo(hay) 33 bbat"ley 33 ochick 33 oo(hay) 33 o\Jheat 33 opast 33 opast 44 opast 44 opast: 

l'otCfb 267 234 234 233 267 ~::'1 261 267 261 265 26$ 21 
-j'otPas 132 166 167 167 134 134 134 134 1:13 132 1::13 1: 

't'oTAL 400 TOTAL 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 398 

Otg.Ct 33 67 100 167 233 267 267 267 26'1 265 265 2 
COhV.C 234 161 134 61 33 0 

CONVENTIOUAL CROP aha org. rotation 
cdnola 33 canale ooo(hay 44 44 
beahs 33 33 33 bSah& obO(gr) 
Ij~as 33 0 peaa ooohick 22 
badey J:l 33 67 33 33 barley obwheal:. 
"'heat 100 100 33 :lJ 0 Vheat oobarle 22 44 

1~ 'l'otCOI1 234 16'7 134 67 33 Totcon () 0 0 0 Totorg 66 110 

tJUClAiitC CROP 1st erg- rotatioh 
oa(hay 33 33 33 lOO 100 oo(hay) 100 133 100 100 oo(ha~) 44 44 
tl6{qr) 0 0 0 00 (gr) 33 0 oo(gr) 44 44 
oehick 0 33 33 33 ochick 33 61 33 6'1 ochick 44 22 
Qwhfiat. 0 33 owhetlt :13 33 66 67 oWheat 44 44 
oburlay 33 33 JJ 66 oharley 67 33 6'1 33 oharley 22 
1'otOtq 13 67 100 161 233 'l'btOtg ~67 261 267 267 Totorg 1\'19 i55 

'1'OTCt{OP 267 234 234 233 267 TOTeROi' 26'1 267 261 26'1 '1'O'I'Ct{Ol> 266 265 21 

oo(hay) ~ organic bats (hay) /}.1otCrop .. Total. crop (htl) 
owheat = organic Wheat 'l'otPaa ~ Total Pasture (ha) 
obarlElY .. organic barley O~icr .. Oi'Cjartic trop area (ha) 
oohick b organic chickpeas CohV.C .. convElhtional crop area (ha) 
oo(gfalh) .. otqahic oats (grain) 
opast = organic pasture 

Art additional 'ot 1h front Of crops indicates that the crop is 
in the 2hd organic rotation phase. 



pasture. However" to speed up. the tr.ansition i{'whi,ch l 

in some paddocks" would not. take place until ,a£ter ),2 

y..ears)" pasture is ;started ,at the pointo.f" ,or .a:fter.l 

the inclusion of the first year ,of barley in the 

convlenti,onal system {that is, .i:n the fif'1:h ,or :sixth 

}'earof 'theco.nventionaJ.. rotat.i.on) 

,di ver:sificationo.f enterprises (f,orexample" not les.s 

than 23:3 hectares is .cropped ,annually) 

diversificat.ion ,o.f crops .(.forexampILe, not all barley 

cropsarepianted in the sameyea'r) 

'The rotations for the :first :1.2 years of transition are shown in 

'T.able6 .. 

Livestock:: 
It is a'ssumed that ret.urns fr,om liv.,estock per hectare 

grazed are 'silnilar for the tw.o :management systems., ,as 

describ.ed in ~1ynen :(19,8:9a" p .. 53:)"" It is further assumed 

t.hat" with ,a decrease ,in cropped area when lDQvillg towards 

organi,c ,agriculture" faDllers hav.eno ;prob1,ems in increasing 

theirf.lock, thus ltla.int.aining their returns to the stocking 

enterpri:se per hectare ,grazed. 

'The figures used,a;re t.hose .fora self,-r,eplacement. fl.0 ck;I 

;andar,e $5;5,.79 p.er her.:tare.. They indicatel:1etur.ns .minus 

co,st.s ,and ,are included i,n the leash r,eturns l 'of the 

results,. 

iOUt:put pri:ces ,are taken ,a's f;or the year 199,.0-9.1 ,and ;ar,e 

shown in '!Dab1:e '5,. 
'For the :sensitlvity .ana1ys.is the f.:oll"owing v,ariations ,a:re 

mode.ll,ed: 

premium priices f,o.r ior.g.ani,c ,cer,.eals 

increased returns f(or 1ivestoc'k ;(:$:1(,0'.0 per hectare, 

inc.reased pri'c,es for ,conv,entional cr,~ps {wheat" 
]barl,s;y, ,oa1'bs 

dintin:ished decrea:se in y.iellds in transit.i!on stage 
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5.2 Results 

In Table 7 the results of the simulation o.f activities on a 
conventional and an organic farm, under assumptions as discussed 
in section 5. 1, are shown. The total cash receipts and the total 
cash costs are approximately $l~,OOO less on the organic farm, 
resul ting in similar levels of farm cash operating surplus on the 
two different farms. As labour, depreciation and total capital 
employed on the farm were assumed to be alike, the returns to 
capital and management are also similar. 

When a conventional farm like the one modelled here incorporates 
organic practices, resulting in a gradual moving toward an 
organic farming system, the private :!:eturns to farming are 
considera.bly decreased over the next years. The biggest decrease 
is in the second year of transition, shown in the bottom row of 
Table 7 ($15,658), when the total area under crop decreases to 
233 hectare (as in the third and fourth year) before it gets back 
to 267 hectares, its final level. In later years the difference 
in returns as compared to the conventional system ·becomes less 
severe, but is still significant in year 12 ($6,321). 

Up until yep,,: to the variation in farm returns is considerable. 
This can be explained partly by the fact that, when moving from 
a twelve-l'ear (conventional) to a nine-yeClr rotation (organic), 
while not varying the paddock size, each individual crop might 
be planted twice depending on the year (see Table 6). In years 
in which a high value crop such as chickpeas is included twice 
(for example in year 7), the returns will be higher than in a 
year when wheat or barley are included twice (for example in year 
8). In practice, of course, as the farmer has already carried out 
fencing, smaller paddocks are available and the move towards one 
crop (or pasture) per 44 hectares (instead of per 33 or 66 
hectares), would probably take place more gradually than in this 
model. It is therefore more realistic to take averages of two 
years in the model as an indicator of the trend of differences 
between the transition stage and conventional farming. 
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TABLE 7: 
RETURNS TO FARMING UlmER CONVENTIONAL AND ORGANIC MANAGEMENT WITH COliVENTIONAL OUTPUT PRICES 

COIN. ORGANIC FARMING 
static In transition 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year B Year 9 YearlO Year1l Yearl2 

'I'otal ha 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 
Area cropped 300 266 267 233 233 233 267 267 267 267 267 265 '265 265 
Ua cropped (% 0.749 0.666 0.668 0.583 0.583 0.583 0.667 0.667 0.667 0.667 0.667 0.664 0.662 0.664 

capital value: 
I~nd (impr.) 350000 350000 352000 350000 350000 350000 350000 350000 350000 350000 350000 350000 350000 350000 
Machinery 11000~ 110000 114000 114000 114000 120000 120000 126000 126000 12bOOO 126000 126000 126000 126000 
LiVestock 20000 22000 22000 24000 24000 24000 22000 22000 22000 22000 22000 22000 22000 22000 
Total capita1480000 482000 488000 488000 488000 494000 492000 498000 498000 498000 498000 498000 49800d 498000 

Receipts: 
Crop 99367 80186 86640 67943 75059 69143 748215 74859 81742 71909 78825. 72329 74915 77024 
Stock 5573 7431 7454 9317 9317 9317 .7454 7454 7454 7454 7454 . 7387 7409 7387 

TotCashRcc. 104941 87618 94093 77260 84376 78460 82279 82313 89195 79363 86279 79715 82324 84411 

Costs: 
FortH isars 9228 5594 8719 5664 5691 5336 5484 5599 5599 5599 5599 5573 5557 5573 
Pasticides 9445 0 7239 3920 3375 1289 678 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Fuel 6635 5898 5988 5154 5125 5157 5888 5903 5903 5903 5903 5876 5858 5876 
Interest 600 600 600 1200 1200 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800 
Other 6572 3021 5150 )740 4001 2541 2807 3366 3348 2956 3521 3011 3001 3013 

TotCashCosts 31880 14513 27697 19078 18792 15523 16057 16669 16651 16259 16824 16260 16216 16262 

FeOS 73060 73105 66396 58182 65584 62937 66222 65644 72544 63104 69455 63456 66108 68149 

raoily labou 21910 21910 21910 21910 21910 21910 21910 21910 21910 21910 21910 21910 21910 21910 
D~preci~tion 23622 23622 24312 24402 24717 24807 25032 25032 25032 25032 25032 25032 25032 25032 

Ret.to cap.+r.I 2752B 27573 20174 11870 18957 16220 19280 18702 25602 16162 2">.513 16514 19166 21207 
RTCH/TotCap 0.057 0.057 0.041 0.024 0.039 0.OJ3 0.039 0.038 0.051 0..032 0.045 0.033 0.038 0.043 

Transit - (. nv. -7354 -15658 -B!.\72 -11308 -8248 -B826 -1926 -11366 -5015 -11015 -8362 -6321 



In the model the change in paddock size (.f.rom 33 to 22 hectares) 

occurred in the tenth year, when the first paddock had complet(~d 
one full .rotationunder organic management. This meant that two 

paddocks (44 hectares) represented each crop/pasture. The fact 

that the decrease is steady is due to equal acreages of the 

different crops in the differef.1t years. The relative increase in 

returns then is mainly due to the increase in yield, which 

happens progressively over the next years when more paddocks are 

in an organic crop for the second time, so that the yields of the 

steady-state (' static ') of the organic system can be assumed (see 
Table 5). 

The figures quoted above are estimates of returns to farming in 

a situation where no premiums are obtained for the organic 

produce, where relative output prices are as in 1990-91, and 

where yield reductions are as shown in Table 5. It is likely that 

one or a combination of these factors will be different in 

practice. Estimates of farm returns are made for situations where 

these variables are different from the assumptions in the first 

model (see Table 8). 

If farmers receive a premium for their grains (wheat, barley, 

oats) the severity of the deficit as compared to the conventional 

farm is considerably less, especially in later years ($12,32.5 in 

year 2, the worst year). Also, decreased returns only occur in 

the first four years of transition, after which the organic 

farmer has higher returns than the conventional farmer. The 

deficits would be even more ameliorated if there is a market for 

organic chickpeas and hay, which is not incorporated in this 

model. In practice, farmers who just start out as organic farmers 

often do not have an established market for their (new) products 

and sell only part of their crops as organic. Thi~ would I of 

course, result in a picture somewhere between that calculated for 

premium prices and for conventional prices. 
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RE'1 URNS TO CONVENTIOf~AL AND ORGANIC FARMING UNDER DIFFERENT ASSUMPTIONS 

cOtN. ORGANIC FARMING 
static In transition 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Yearl0 '{Gar11 Year12 

callVENTIOt~AL PRICES 

TotCashRec. 104941 87618 94093 77260 84376 78460 82279 82313 89195 79363 8li279 79715 82324 84411 
TotCashCosts 31880 14513 27697 19078 18792 15523 16057 16669 16651 16259 16824 16260 16216 16262 
PCOS 73060 73105 66396 58102 65584 62937 66222 65644 72544 63104 69455 63456 66108 68149 

Ret.to cap.+m 27528 27573 20174 11870 18957 16220 19280 18702 25602 16162 22513 16514 19166 21207 
RTCN/TotCap 0.057 0.057 0.041 0.024 0.039 0.033 0.039 0.038 0.051 0.032 0.045 0.033 0.038 0.043 

Transit - cony. -7354 -15658 -8572 -11308 -8248 -8826 -1926 -11366 -501S -11015 -8362 -6321 

PREMIUM PRICES FOR ORGANIC GRAINS 

TotcashRec. 104941 102869 94093 80593 87709 81793 92028 95361 95611 92195 95778 93041 96030 98154 
TotcashCosts 31880 14513 27697 19078 18792 15523 16057 16669 16651 16259 16824 16260 16216 16262 
FCaS 73060 88356 66396 61515 6a917 66270 75971 78693 78961 75936 78954 76781 79814 81392 

Ret.to cap.+m 27528 42824 20174 15203 22290 19553 29029 31751 320~9 28994 32012 29839 32872 34950 
RTCM/TotCap 0.057 0.089 0.041 0.031 0.046 0.040 0.059 0.064 0.064 0.058 0.064 0.060 0.'066 0.070 

Transit - cony. -7354 -12325 -5239 -7975 :1501 4223 4490 1466 4484 2311 5344 7422 

INCREASED LIVESTOCK PRICES 

TotCashRec. 109357 93506 100000 84643 91759 85843 88186 88219 95102 85269 92185 85569 88195 90264 
TotCashcosts 31880 14513 27697 19078 18792 15523 16057 16669 16651 16259 16.824 16260 16216 16262 
FCOS 77477 78994 72303 65565 72967 70321 72128 71551 78451 69011 75362 69309 71979 74002 

Ret.to cap.+m 31945 33462 26081 19253 26340 23604 25186 24609 31509 22069 28420 22367 25037 27060 
RTCM/TotCap 0.067 0.069 0.053 0.039 0.054 0.048 0.051 0.049 0.063 0.044 0.057 0.045 0.050 0.054 

Trun5it - cony. -5864 -12691 -5605 -8341 -6758 -7336 -436 -9876 -3525 -9578 -6908 -4885 

SHULAR CEREAL YIELDS OF ORGANIC AND IN-TRANSITION FARM 

TotCashRac. 104941 87618 94093 78677 85793 79877 86512 87346 92012 84996 90495 83573 85228 87331 
TotCashCosts 31B80 14513 27697 19078 18792 15523 16057 16669 16651 1:6259 16824 16260 16216 16262 
rcos 73060 73105 66396 59599 67000 64354 70455 70677 75361 68737 73671 67313 69012 71070 

Rat.to cup.+m 27528 27573 20174 13287 20373 17637 23513 23735 28419 21795 26729 20371 22070 24128 
RTCM/TotCap 0.057 0.057 0.041 0.027 0.042 0.036 0.048 0.048 0.057 0.044 0.054 0.041 0.044 0.048 

'rransi t - conv. -7354 -14241 -7155 -9891 -4015 -37.93 891 -5733 -799 -7158 -5458 -34·01 
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Returns to livestock were low in 1990-91 .• For this reason a 

simulation was carried out with higher livestock prices ($100 per 

hectare grazed instead of $56). As can be expected, farmers in 

transition gain more than conventional farmers from such price 

changes, as they have more area in pastu~e. The resul t is a 

smaller difference between the .. two systems than under prices in 

1990-91 ($12,325 at the peak in year 2, and generally 

approximately $1,500 less than under previously assumed prices) • 

Changes in some conventional crop prices ($120 for wheat, and 

$100 for barley and oats (grain and hay» increase the difference 

between the conventional farmer and the organic farmer in 

transition by roughly $2,000 per year (not shown in the table). 

An increase of both livestock and crop prices by the above 

mentioned amounts results in a higher deficit between the two 

systems in half of the years and lot-fer in the other half of the 
years (not shown in the table). 

The question of lower yields in the rotation period under 

Australian conditions is debatable, as mentioned in section 

4 • 3 .1. I.f yields in the transition time are not lower than in the 

steady-state organic system, farm returns decrease to a less 

extent than .if yields are lower (see Table 8). This is especially 

the case in the middle years ($14,241 in year 2), when the 

organically cropped area is increasing (up til year 6), while no 

paddock is yet in the steady-state stage (after year 9). 

If all conditions are favourable for organic farms as compared 

to conventional farms (that is, if premiums are received for 

organically grown crops, if livestock prices are high, and if 

yields are relatively high) there is still a considerable deficit 

for the organic farmer in the first two years of conversion 

(.$5,864 and $7,275; not shown in the table). But this becomes a 

surplus in year 3, and from year 5 onward the surplus is between 

$10,000 and $20,000 per year. 
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.In summary, a transi tionfromconventional to organic agriculture 

can be costly in terms of net financial returns to 

cereal\livestock farmers. This is especially the case if no 
premiums are obtained by farmers, while stock prices are low (as 

in 1990-91) and yields are relatively low during the transition 
stage. 

6. Summary and conclusions 

There is little doubt that, when cereal \livestoclt farmers in 
Australia move from conventional to organic farming, the returns 

possible under conventional management are reduced. The question 

is by how far this reduction is likely to be. 

The answer depends considerably on the assumptions which are made 

in connection with a number of variables, the main ones of which 

are the availability of premium prices for organic products, 

changes in conventional output prices, the level of yield 

_'eductions, changes in rotations and new investments needed. 

In this paper a model was set up to imitate as closely as 

possible a typical conventional farm, together with an organic 

farm, in the Tatiara district in South Australia. Conditions were 

then changed such that a conversion towards organics was 

approximated according to the data available at present. 

Such a simulation shows that, wi thout the aid of premium prices, 

farmers' decrease in returns can be considerable (reaching a 

maximum of $15,000 in year 2 and decreasing over the years to 

$6,000 in year 12). With premiums for organic products, these 

decreases are considerably less, although the first four years 
are still negative (at a maximum of $1.2,000 in year 2). Increased 

livestock prices and similar cereal yields in the transition and 

the steady-state organic p~riod decrease losses in the transition 
period, but not to the extent that premium prices do. Increased 

conventional product prices widen the gap between in-transition 

and conventional farming. 
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In practice it is likely that all of these factors occur to some 

degree: most farmers will be. able to sell some of their crop Qn 

the organic market and secure a premium, the livestock prices 

might well increase in the near future and not every farmer will 

have yield decreases as severe as those used in this paper • 

. 

We can therefore be reasonably sure that the picture painted of 

farm returns under conventional prices is pessimistic. The most 

optimistic picture, in which the organic cereal crops are sold 

for a premium, prices of livestock and livestock products have 

almost doubled, and without transitional yield decreases, the 

(considerable) decrease in farm returns occurs only in the first 

few (two) years of conversion, while there is a large surplus 

from year 5. It is also not likely that this picture' is 

realistic. 

What are the implications of th~ above findings, either for an 

individual farmer or for policy in general? 

For individual farmers it seems important that, before moves are 

made towards organic agriculture, a careful plan is made to 

estimate the returns to farming in those transition years. 

Although there might not be a lot of scope for flexibility in the 

actual rotation used, there are likely to be differences in total 

farm returns over the years depending on when in the conventional 

ro~ation the organic system is started, how much of the land is 

converted each year, and how much variability in the return is 

acceptable to the farmer. 

As far as general policy is concerned, if the objective is to 

increase the adoption of organic farming (as it is in a number 

of European countries), one way to reach this aim is to support 

farmers in the transition years. The reason is 1;hat the financial 

loss in the first years of conversion can be substantial. Not all 

potential organic farmers would be able to survive those first 

years without aid or would be willing to suffer the loss. In 

Eu.rope, such aid is extensively provided (see Wynen, 1991) .. 
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Before detailed conclusions are drawn f.r.om this model a word of 
warning .about the validity and applicability of the model. 

The model was not optimised. Although improvement of the model 
might well be possible, the scope for altering activities is 
somewhat limited by the greater importance placed on particular 
rotations in organic agriculture. Since rotations are an 
important tool to combat fertility and pest .problemsin organic 
farming, changes in crop mixes and sequences can have more 
negative consequences (increased weed problems, with ,subsequent 
yield reductions) than under conventional management (where 
fertility and pests can be combatted with fertiliser.s and 
pesticides). The improvement to the model is th~refore likely to 
be more in the area of decreasing the variabilitl , o.f returns· in 
the dif.ferent years of transition. 

Tho particular yields and rotations are peculiar to the 
particular enterprise and area discussed. Although the general 
principles (decrease in yield and total area cropped, and a 
change in rotations), and trends (decreased income in the early 
years of transition, improving over time) are likely to apply 
anywhere else, absolute figures should be treated with care. 

The results pertain to conditions in 1990-91, especially for 
output prices. with changes in those conditions, the results in 
ab~olute terms might well be completely different. For example, 
in 1990-91 prices for canola and chickpeas were close to $,300, 
while in 1991-92 these had dropped to between $220-$230. Prices 
of wheat were at a low in 1.990-91 ($120-130) as compared to 
expected prices for 1991-92 ($150-1.60). Changes in prices can not 
but have an effect on the relative values in this model. 

In spite of these limitations, use of the model has shown the 
trend and magnitude of the costs of transfer from conventional 
to organic cer~=C!l \livestock farming, and idenfified how these 
costs vary as va~ious output prives and yield change. ' 
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